SCBW25 and SCBW40 Instructions  Rev: 6/14

Application:  The SCBW25 and SCBW40 Switch Boxes performs the Power On/Off switching function to the reel motor. The SCBW25 and the SCBW40 are used for 12 Volt and 24 Volt applications. The SCBW25 contains a 25 Amp Circuit Breaker. The SCBW40 contains a 40 Amp Circuit Breaker.

Mounting:  Remove the nuts from the mounting studs and use these nuts to secure the box to your mounting site. Do not mount the box flat on its back.

Wiring Instructions: 

- On/Off Push Button
- Circuit Breaker
- Red To (+) Pos. Battery Terminal
- White To Motor Wire
- Motor Wire To (-) Neg Battery Terminal

NOTE: If the Motor does not rotate in the desired direction, reverse the Motor Wires connected to the White Wire and the Neg Battery Terminal.
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